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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we study the integration of pre-optimized algorithm sub-
stitution with the feature-directed program transformation techniques. In
the algorithm substitution approach, a pre-optimized algorithm replaces a
user program when the pattern of the user program matches that of the
pre-optimized algorithm. Parallel program optimization is a highly
machine dependent process. However, it is impossible or cost-inefficient to
have one pre-optimized algorithm for every architecture. When there is no
pre-optimized algorithm for the target machine exists, the feature-directed
program optimization process is involved for two purposes: to choose
among applicable pre-optimized algorithms or to fine tune the selected pre-
optimized algorithm to match the particular architecture that the algorithm
is not designed for.
Our solution to the problem of fine-tuning pre-optimized algorithms
for different parallel architectures is to record the machine features that the
optimization of the algorithm is based upon and use a knowledge base sys-
tem and a set of program transformations to further restructure the substi-
tuted algorithm to fit the target machine.
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1. Introduction
The program restructuring process maps a program into a functionally equivalent pro-
gram by altering control or data structures of the program. The goal of the program res-
tructuring is to properly change the order, decomposition, and allocation of control and
data structures of the program so that the achievable parallelism can approach the potential
parallelism of the program on the target machine.
There are two different approaches to optimize a program on a target machine: the
pre-optimized algorithm substitution approach and the program transfannation approach.
The pre-optimized algoritJvn substitun'on approach replaces the program fragment under
consideration with an algorithm in the library that has been pre-optimized for the particular
target machine. This approach is attractive because there are some widely used numerical
algorithms that have been explored extensively on some multiprocessor systems. If these
algorithms can be re-used, the expertise and efforts that are spent on optimizing the algo-
rithms can be utilized. The preconditions for this substitution are that the functionalities
of the program fragment is the same as those of the pre-optimized algorithm and that the
target machine needs to match the machine that the algorithm was optimized for.
The program trans/onnation approach improves the match between the program level
parallelism and the machine level parallelism in a stepwise refinement process. Each pro-
gram transfonnation alters the structure of a program segment slightly to improve the
parallelism of the program. It involves techniques that changes the instruction execution
order (by forward substitutions, statement reordering, etc), modifying program control (by
t Most material COIIlained in this paper is based on an earner unpublished paper written in Mat. 1987.
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loop interchange, loop distribution, etc), and eliminating unnecessary data accesses and
modification (by data localization, block transfer, cache optimization, dead code elimina-
tion, etc).
1.1. Pre-optimized Algorithm Substitution vs Program Transformation
The major difference between the pre-optimized algorithm substitution and program
transformation approaches lies in the granularicy of the changes. The program transfonna-
tion modifies the program structure step by step, whereas the pre-optimized algorithm sub-
stitution takes the "wholesale" approach by replacing the whole program fragment by a
pre-optimized algorithm in the library.
The major problem with the pre-optimized algorithm substitution lies in the difficulty
of recognizing the opportunity for algorithm substitution. Comparing the semantics of two
programs is an NP-complete problem and it is usually very difficult if not impossible for a
software system to verify the equivalence of two programs. This approach is useful in
interactive programming environments (for example, the FAUST programming environ-
ment [GGJMG90]) since the programmer can provide the information interactively that the
software system cannot obtain. Another drawback of this approach is that only a small set
of pre-optimized algorithms is available in most systems. This is due to the high cost of
constructing the library of pre-optimized algorithms. On the other hand, once the oppor-
tunity for algorithm substitution is recognized. this approach can achieve very good results
since special attention has already been paid to the efficiency of the pre-optimized algo-
rithms. One big advantage of this approach is that the effort done in optimizing some
basic arithmetic algorithms can be accumulated and reused.
Optimizing parallel compilers usually takes the program transformation approach,
since compilers are particularly well-suited for mechanical analysis of the program depen-
dence and verifying the pre-conditions of the transformations. However, the problem with
this approach is that the decision for restructuring the program structure is fragmented.
The effect of a transformation on the utilization of the parallelism may not be clear at the
time when the transformation is selected. Global analysis of the transfonnation is needed.
Selecting a right sequence of transformations is highly target architecture and program
dependent and is very difficult. Finding a generic framework for selecting transfonnations
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is even more difficult and most experts rely on heuristics.
Our opinion is that the two approaches are not necessarily mutually exclusive and
they should be combined to makeup the shortcomings of each other.
• At the compiler level, the pre-optimized algorithm substitution can be applied to
some well-defined problems, such as those functions defined in BLAS[I,Jl,llI]. Sub-
stitutions of more complicated algorithm is possible. but recognizing the opportunity
for application is usually too much of a task for the compiler to handle. For program-
ming environments, this requirement is less critical since the user can provide some
information to ease the difficulty the environment faces in recognizing the chance for
applying pre~optimized algorithms.
• If the opportunity for algorithm substitution is found, it should take precedence over
program transfonnation.
• It is impractical to optimize every useful algorithm for all different target machines.
However, parallel program optimization is a highly machine dependent process and
the optimizations of algorithms often involve fundamental algorithm changes to util-
ize the special parallelism features provided by the target machine. Our solution to
this problem is as follows:
1. The machine features that the optimization of the algorithm is based upon is recorded
in the database along with the algorithm.
2. When there are more than one matching pre-optimized-algorithm exist, select the one
that is optimized for a machine that is most close to the target machine by matching
the machine features of the two.
3. If the machines in 2. are not exactly the same, use a knowledge base system and a set
of program transfonnations to further restructure the substituted algorithm to fit the
target machine.
2. Algorithm Substitution And Fine-Tuning With Pre-Optimized Algorithms
Algorithm substitution approach is attractive because it allows the accumulation of
efforts collectively that have been spent on optimizing programs on particular
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architectures. Recognizing the opportunities for applying pre-optimized algorithms relies
on the pattern matching - matching the pattern of the program dependence graph to the
patterns of the pre-optimized algorithms. Selection among the applicable pre-optimized
algorithm has to be based on the machine features that the pre-optimized algorithms rely
on and the features of the target machine. Fine-tuning a selected pre-optimized algorithm
to an architecture that does not match the machine that the algorithm was optimized for
involves finding the differences between the architecture features and the consequences of
these differences on the optimization of the program. Basing on these observations. the
pre-optimized algorithm can be adjusted to the target machine by applying a sequence of
program transfonnations.
Due to the nature of this approach, we will explain the ideas through an example.
The example we consider here is the array accumulation problem. This is an interesting
problem because the program is simple but it contains data dependences and memory
accesses that may serialize the computation. This example allows us to illustrate the
heuristics of selecting and fine-tuning the pre-optimized algorithms as well as their appli-
cabilities. It also shows the importance of the resolution of memory contentions. The fol-
lowing is the general fonn of the array accumulation problems.
var
• : array [1..B] of integer;
fori in 1 .. Ndo
.[f(il] += g(il;
end for
In the above program, f is a function that maps the range of the loop index to the
range of index of array a. For the sake of simplicity. we assume that the accumulation
statement is enclosed in a single loop. In more general cases, the accumulation statement
may be nested in multiple loops or the array may be a multi-dimensional array.
If the index function f is a one-to-one function, then f is a pemlUtation on a subset of
interval [1..B]. In this case, values of g(i) are accumulated into distinct elements of array
a. When this program is run on a multiprocessor system, no two processors will update
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the same memory cell at the same time. However, memorylbus contention problems may
still exist because of the limit of bus or network bandwidth. but memory locks are not
needed.
For machines with P processing units, one trivial approach is to divide the program
into P equal sized tasks and run them on the P processors. For this approach, no pre-
optimized algorithm is needed but the speed-up may not be impressive because the
efficiency of the approach depends on the values of the index function f, the memory and
bus bandwidths as well as the degree of memory interleaving. If more inionnation about
the index funeriaD is available, then better optimizations are possible.
var
• : array [1..B] of integer;
coprocess i in 1 .. P do
var s : integer;
s:=N/P;




For example, if the index function is a linear function with respect to the loop indices
and the right hand side of the assignment takes about the same amount of time to be pro-
cessed for all loop instances, then the memory updates may be regulated by updating the
memory according to the memory interleaving. This can be accomplished by "index
shifting" to shift the index function such that the memory update requests are evenly dis-
tributed to all the memory modules. This approach might be the fastest way that we can
achieve on some particular machines since the memory updates are processed at their max-
imum extent
If f is a constant function then the values of g(i) are accumulated at the same memory
cell a[Cl, where C = f(i). In this case, the problem is called a one bin accumulation prob-
lem. If this program is to be executed on a multiprocessor computer with P processors,
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each instance of the loop will have to compete to update the same memory cell a(C]. On
machines with a combining network that supports the "fetch and add" operations. the
accumulation requests can be combined in the network as the requests are routed to the
memory. When the requests arrive at the memory module, there will be only one com-
bined memory update request remaining; thus no memory lock is needed. The function
call barrier() synchronizes the processors and guarantees that each processor starts the
next operation at the same time which is essential for the coordination of the "felch and
add" operations.
var
a: array [l..B] of integer;
coprocess i in I .. P do
var s : integer;
index, value: integer;
s := N f P:







FOI machines without a combining network and a "fetch-and-add" operation capabil-
ity, mutual exclusive accesses to a[CJ need to be enforced to avoid memory update
conflicts. This might serialize the memory updates and lose all lhe parallelism of the
machine. One possible solution is to block the loop into P chunks and allocate them to P
processors; each processor accumulates lhe values of g(i) in a local counter. These
counters are summed up through a tree-sum algorithm after all processors finish their local




a : array[l..B] of integer;
private: array [l..P] of integer;
coprocess i in 1 .. P do
var s : integer;
s:=N/P;
private[i] := 0;






If the expression g(j) contains no function calls then the private accumulations can be
computed in NIP cycles and the tree-sum algorithm can be computed in O(log P) cycles.
Therefore, the overhead of the tree-sum operation is O(NJP + log P) which is constant with
respect to the number of processors P in the machine.
If the function f is neither a constant function nor a one-ta-one function, this problem
is called a multiple bins accumulation problem because the values of g(i) are accumulated
into many elements of array a simultaneously. A significant number of synchronization is
needed because of the unpredicability of the values of the function f. Processors may
compete to update any of the array elements at any instance, so memory locks need to be
placed on all elements of the array a to guard correct memory updates.
All these three kinds of array accumulation problems are common in practical appli-
cations. One particularly interesting example of these is the image processing algorithm
called "histogranuning." The histogranuning problem is a special case of the multiple
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bins accumulation problem whose index function is array reference. In image processing,
a picture frame is represented by a two dimensional array of points called pixels. Each
pixel has a small value between O..(b-I) (typically 8-bit numbers) that represent the grey
scale value or the color RGB value of the point. The histogramming involves keeping
track of the occurrence of each grey scale value in the picture.
The following sequential program accumulates the occurrences of each grey scale
value of the picture represented by the array pixel.
function histogram(pixel, m, n, histog, b)
variable
pixel: array [0 .. m-I, 0 .. n-I] of integer;
histog : array [0 .. b-I] of integer;
histog := 0; 1* initialize the counter array to zero */
for i in 0 .. m-l do
forj in 0 .. 0-1 do
51: histog[pixel[ij]] := histog[pixel[i,j]] + I;
end for
end for
The histogram helps to distinguish regions which are similar in some respects. For
example, the region of pixels that have gray scale values between cenain limits may indi-
cate that the area of the picture is the sky or a particular object with certain color. Subse-
quent filtering on the basis of the limits provided by the histogram may isolate the region
of interest This example was used in [HaRe??] to illustrate the techniques of hand
decomposing the problem for three differently configured multiprocessor systems.
TIrroughout this section. the multiple bins accumulation problem is used to demon-
strate the general ideas, but at times when more detail illustration is needed the histogram-
ming problem will be used.
The multiple bins problem can be detected by the system by matching the program
with the general fonn of the multiple bin described above. If the index function f involves
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only loops indices, then the system can detect the type of the problem in hand by applying
array subscript tests. However, when there are variables other than the loop indices
involved, telling whether the index function is a constant function or a one-to~one function
may not be trivial for the system. For example, the index may be an array reference
whose i-til element has value i. Although it may be trivial to the user that this index func-
tion is an identity function, the system will not be able to sense this fact simply by the
static analysis. In these cases, the system will have to rely on the user to provide help
through user interactions. If the subscript test fails and the user cannot provide help, a
heuristic is applied and the more complicated multiple bin problem is assumed.
When a multiple bins accumulation problem is recognized by the system, pre-
optimized algorithms for this problem are considered. As we explained in section 3. the
computational model needs to be analyzed to see if the pre-optimized algorithm is suitable
for the architecture. Heuristics are also considered in fine~tuning the pre-optimized algo-
rithm to match with the computational model.
For machines that support combining networks and "fetch and add" operations, the
accumulation operations in the multiple bins accumulation problem can be translated into
"fetch and add" operations. If we divide the program into P tasks by loop blocking and
run the tasks by P processors, there will be at most P "fetch and add" requests for the
same memory location at each cycle. Requests that have the same destinations are com-
bined in the network and merged into one request when arriving at the memory cell. The
"fetch and add" operations eliminate the need for memory locks so the overall perfor-
mance of the algorithm will be improved. However, the speed-up of this approach may
not be significant, because there may be many memory cells to be referenced at the same
operation cycle. Depending on the reference patterns, the memory update requests may
pile up in the network and memory modules may thus cause network saturation.
The two-phase private counters approach we used in the one-bin accumulation prob-
lem can be extended to solve the multiple bins accumulation problem on multiprocessor
machines that have several memory modules. During the first phase. an array of private
accumulation counters is created for each processor that runs the program. Each processor
gelS a share of the job and updates the private counters independently. In the second
phase. these private counters are summed up either by tree-sum or other available parallel
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summation algorithms.
The memory updates of a[f(indices)] in the original program are irregular and
unpredictable. In the first phase of the two-phase approach, the memory access pattern of
private_a is still unpredictable. But, since each processor exclusively owns its private
counters, the private counters can be updated simultaneously and independently. No cache
coherence problem needs to be worried about. One possible problem is that when the
machine has a small cache, the irregular updates of the array private_a may produce a high
cache miss ratio. However, in most problems, the private counters are fairly small. For
example, the private counter array in the histograrnming problem is of size 2**b. When b
is equal to 8, the size of the private counter array is 256 so the entire array can reside in
the cache throughout phase l.
On the other hand, the memory update pattern in phase 2 is very regular. Very few
synchronization is needed. Processors can cooperate to sum up the private counters. On
most machines, the pre-defined tree-sum algorithm will provide a reasonably good speed-
up.
Note that this approach of introducing private counters and dividing the memory
accesses into two phases is based on the expertise about this particular array accumulation
problem and may not be applicable to other problems. Therefore, the pre-optimized algo-
rithm is used. The pre-optimized algorithm did not specify where the private accumula-
tion counters should be allocated because this problem falls into the category of the array
allocation problem and the general heuristics about array allocation can be used to decide
how the private counters should be allocated. In general. not all the details in pre-
optimized algorithms need to be implemented because some of them are covered by gen-
eral heuristics. As a result, some of the variations of the pre-optimized algorithm can be
left undetennined until the actual program is substituted. The unspecified part can then be
obtained by applying the transfonnations. This approach cuts down the number of pre-
optimized algorithms that the system needs to store significantly.
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var
a : array[LB] of int
private_a: array [LP, LB] of integer;
s : integer;
s :=N IP;
coprocess i in 1 .. P do
for j in (i-I) * 5 .. i >Ie S - 1 do





a[j] := tree_sum(private_a[*, j]);
end for;
The implementation of the function tree_sumO may vary from machine to machine.
For machines that have combined networks, the summations can be accomplished by
merging the "fetch and add" requests in the network. In this case, the tree-sum loop can
be translated into :





At each cycle, the P processes will generate P "fetch and add" requests to the same
memory location. These requests are combined in the network and merged into one
request when arriving at the memory. Since each processor accesses the same memory
location at the same cycle. no hot spot network saturation problem will ever occur. This
last statement will be valid only when all the processors are homogeneous and the system
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provides a barrier synchronization routine that can start all processors at the same time
On other machines that do not support «fetch and add" operations, the tree-sum
operations can be handled by simulating the binary tree network. We can parallelize the
outennost loop by synchronizing the memory accesses of the tree-sum operations.
for pid in P .. 1 step -1 do
local private_a: array [1..P, l..B] of integer;
foriinl .. Bdo
if (pid = 1) then
ali] := private_a[pid,i] + private3[pid*2,i] + private_a[pid*2+1,i];
else if (pid <= P /2) then /* is not a leaf */




In the above program. there are two pair of dependences from private_a[pid*2, i] and
private_a[pid*2+1, i] to private_a[pid, i]. These dependences correspond to the inherent
characteristic of the tree operations: the operations in the intermediate nodes of the tree
cannot be executed until the children of the node finish the computations. If the array
private_a is allocated in the shared memory then semaphores need to be inserted to enforce
the order of the tree computations. In the Blaze language, the synchronization primitives
hide the distinctions between synchronization variables and inter~processor channel vari-
ables in implementation. To avoid confusing the readers by the Blaze synchronization
variables with the channel variables we discussed above, we use the more conventional
semaphore notations signal() and waite) in the following program:
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var
syn: array[1..P] of semaphore;
coprocess pid in P .. 1 step -1 do
local private_a: array [l..P, l..B] of integer;
fori in 1 .. Bdo
if (pid = I) then
a[i] := private_a[pid,i] + private_a[pid*Z,i] + private_a[pid*Z+I,i];
else
if (pid <= P /Z) then /* is not a leaf */
wait(syn[pid*ZJ); wait(syn[pid*Z+IJ);






If the array private_a is allocated. to the local memories then the values can be passed to
other processors by either copying them to shared. memory with synchronization locks or
sending them through the inter-processor conununication channels.
For a non-shared memory machine like Pringle, the "tree-sum" operations are pipe-
lined through a tree configuration of the machine. The switches in the network are
configured such that the processor with processor id pid is connected to its parent whose id
is pid/2 and its two children whose processor ids are pid*2 and pid*2+1. The processor
with processor id 1 is the root of the tree. The synchronization and the buffers are hidden
in the implementation of the channel variables on the machine.





CH_parent <- private-"[pid, il;
else
1 <- CH_I-<hild; r <- CH_r-<hild
CH_parent <- 1 + r + private_a[pid. i];
end if
end for
For distributed-memory architectures that have non-mvial communication overheads
(such as NCUBE/2 and iPSC/2), the pipe-line approach for the tree-sum on them is prohi-
bitedly expensive. For these machines the tree-sum operation is performed in blocks of
vectors to minimize the communication overhead.
To summarize, the unpredictable memory access pattern of this problem makes the
loop optimization techniques ineffective no matter how the control structure is modified.
Creating private accumulation counters regulates the memory update patterns and elim-
inates the need for memory locking. The tradeoff is that more memory cells and comput-
ing cycles are used to store and sum up the private counters. These costs are constant with
respect to the number of processors P and the size of the array a B. Also, these costs may
be compensated for by minimizing synchronization and resolving memory contentions.
For problems like the histograrnming program, the memory accesses pattern is highly
data dependent There is no easy way for the compiler to tell whether the extra cost of
manipulating the private bins justifies the synchronization costs it saves. Heuristics are
used in deciding whether pre-optimized algorithms are suitable and beneficial. Use of the
heuristics also allows the compiler to be more aggressive in parallelizing the program.
3. Conclusions
In this paper, the use of pre-optimized algorithms is demonstrated; variations of the
algorithms are used for different architecture configurations. The choice of the variations
in implementation is determined by a set of rules based on the computational model.
After the algorithm substitution, basic transfonnations are applied to match the algorithm
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with the underlying architecture better.
A pre-optimized algorithm may utilize other pre-defined algorithms in the process of
fine-tuning. For example, the two-phase approach in solving the multiple-bin accumula-
tion problem uses the pre-optimized pipelined. tree-sum algorithm. The actual implementa-
tions of the tree-sum algorithm can be based on a finer classification of parallel architec-
tures. This approach allows the specification of generic pre-optimized. algorithms that may
be used for a wider range of parallel architectures.
The pre-optimized algorithm approach differs from the fine grain heuristics in the
level of the heuristics: the pre-optimized algorithms are pre-packed special purpose heuris-
tics which are only suitable for the particular problem they are designed for. Better optim-
izations may be achieved with pre-optimized algorithm because the particular problems are
considered in detail.
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